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WELCOME MESSAGE

This user guide was created to help you get the most out of our Traditional Bond Flange Kit* The first part 
will walk you through the features and benefits of the kit* The second part will go through the installation 
process* We hope you love the product\ enjoy the installation and your project turns out awesome, 
And most importantly\ 

Thank you for choosing FloFX, 

Features and Benefits Installation Instructions
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COMPLETE BOND FLANGE KIT
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Temporary Install Plate 
Install tile and grout without 
needing grate selection* 

Keeps grate safe and eliminates 
masking prior to grouting*

Adjustment Ring
Easily adjust grate with 
flush fit adjustment ring
Eliminates mosaics 
dipping around grate
while setting tile* 

Grate Riser
Low visibility grout rim for a clean finish* 
Allows for fine tuning of grate elevation* 

ABS or PVC Bond Flange
Embedded fabric provides an optimal 
surface to achieve maximum bond for 
all waterproofing membranes* 
Printed surface serves as a visual 
indicator for liquid applied membranes* 
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UNDER BOND FLANGE
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Low Profile Outlet
Easily connects to a standard 2» waste pipe*
Saves space when p]trap is too close
to subfloor* Mortar Cavities

Fully embed into setting material 
eliminating deflection*

 

Hex Support Structure
Creates a more rigid and sturdy flange*



HORIZONTAL GRATE ADJUSMENT
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Flush Fit Adjustment Ring
Adjustment ring sits flush with flange surface
eliminating the divot* 
Prevents mosaics from sagging during the setting process*  

Horizontal Grate Adjustment
Adjust horizontal grate position*

Helps with the perfect tile layout around grate* 



GRATE INSTALL KIT
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Dovetail Mortar Lock Perimiter
Create a strong and secure mechanical bond*

Integrated Trim
Creates a nearly invisible transition
from grate to grout* 

Temporary Install Plate 
with margin trowel slot for easy removal* 

Weep Channels
Allow water to drain o of waterproofing 

membrane helping reduce grout discoloration*



BONDING FLANGE
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Embedded Fabric
Anti]wicking\ woven fabric provides superior texture 
for a tenacious bond with all surface applied membranes* 
Printed surface serves as a visual indicator
when using liquid applied waterproofing membranes* 

Countersunk Screw Holes
In certain installations can be used to help

level flange or secure to subfloor*
 

Horizontal Grate Adjustment
Adjust horizontal grate position*

Helps with the perfect tile layout around grate* 

Dovetail Perimiter Anchors
Form a mechanical bond for a 

more secure perimiter*
 



Scan to view listing information:

CERTIFICATIONS
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Product certification system:
The ICC]ES product certification system includes testing samples taken from the market or supplier›s
stock\ or a combination of both\ to verify compliance with applicable codes and standards* The
system also involves factory inspections\ and assessment and surveillance of the supplier›s quality
system*

Product· FloFX Shower Drains
Listee· FloFX\ LLCListee· FloFX\ LLC

423 W* Coal Creek Road\ Ste* ¿1
Cedar City\ Utah 84721
www*flofx*com

Compliance with the following codes:
2021\ 2018\ 2015\ 2012\ 2009 and 2006 International Residential Code™ /IRC_
2021\ 2018\ 2015\ 2012\ 2009 and 2006 International Plumbing Code™ /IPC_
2021\ 2018\ 2015\ 2012\ 2009 and 2006 Uniform Plumbing Code™ /UPC_?2021\ 2018\ 2015\ 2012\ 2009 and 2006 Uniform Plumbing Code™ /UPC_?
2019\ 2016\ and 2013 California Plumbing Code /CPC_?
2019\ 2016\ and 2013 California Residential Code /CRC_
2020 and 2017 City of Los Angeles Plumbing Code
2017 and 2007 Code of Massachusetts Regulation 248 CMR 10*00· Uniform State Plumbing Code
2017 Uniform Illustrated Plumbing Code™ ] India /UIPC]I_?
2020\ 2015 and 2010 National Plumbing Code of Canada™ ??
?Copyrighted publication of the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Ocials?Copyrighted publication of the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Ocials
??National Plumbing Code of Canada is a copyrighted publication of National Research Council Canada



TRADITIONAL BOND FLANGE 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS



CUT SUBFLOOR HOLE / INSTALL TRAY
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CUT SUBFLOOR HOLE
Begin the installation by cutting a hole in the subfloor 
in the optimal drain position*

Optimal cutout size is a 5” circle\ this will give you 
enough room for the flange to easily fit while still 
providing good under flange support*

MAXIMUM cutout size is a 5.5” ciMAXIMUM cutout size is a 5.5” circle.  Holes bigger 
than 5*5» will not provide adequate support leading to 
possible shower failure* 

INSTALL SHOWER TRAY
Install the shower tray according to the shower tray 
manufacturer›s directions* Ensure the shower tray is 
set with 100‰ mortar coverage on a flat and level 
subfloor*  

The shThe shower waste pipe should be centered within the 
subfloor cutout and shower tray* 

PRO TIP:This kit CAN be used with a mortar bed. Download the Universal Bond Flange instructions at FloFX.com. Look for page 12-13



PREPARE CONNECTION
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DRY FIT: Dry Fit the bond flange onto the 
waste pipe and measure the distance from the 
bottom of flange to the ridges in the preformed 
shower tray* 

CUT WASTE PIPE: Using the 
measurement from the previous step\ cut the 
waste pipe* Be sure to account for the kerf of 
the blade to prevent cutting the pipe too short* 

In most cases the waste pipe will not be glued In most cases the waste pipe will not be glued 
into the p]trap allowing you to remove the pipe 
for cutting* If the pipe is already glued into 
place\ you›ll need to use an inside pipe cutter* 

CHECK THE FIT: Dry fit one more 
time to check that all pipe connections 
bottom completely and the flange can rest 
firmly on the preformed shower tray* 

Use the appropriate cement to glue the 
waste pipe into the p]trap*



INSTALL BOND FLANGE

MORTAR: Using a flat trowel\ apply 
thinset mortar angled edge to edge in the 
divot of the preformed shower tray*  Then 
completely fill the under flange mortar 
cavities with mortar*

GLUE: Apply the appropriate solvent for 
your installation by following the directions 
of the specific solvent /cement_ you are 
using* Be sure to use ABS cement for ABS 
systems or PVC primer and PVC cement for 
PVC systems* 

SET: Immediately install the bond flange by firmly 
embedding the flange into the thinset mortar* 
As the flange makes contact with the shower tray\ 
turn the flange 45 degrees counter clockwise\ then 
45 degress clockwise to fully embed the flange into 
the morar and fully seat the bond flange socket 
onto the waste pipe* 

Now that you have prepared the connection, it’s time to install the flange. 
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INSTALL WATERPROOFING
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SECURE: Secure the flange using stainless 
steel screws* To eliminate the risk of damaging 
plumbing or electrical\ Be sure the screws do 
not penetrate completely through the subfloor*
If screws cannot be used as is the case over a 
concrete subfloor\ use a 5 gallon bucket to hold 
down the flange while the thinset mortar cures* 

 

WATERPROOF: Complete the 
wwaterproofing by installing a thinset applied 
sheet membrane* Most foam shower trays will 
come with a pre]cut piece\ just make sure to 
waterproof right to the edge of the divot* Pull 
back the membrane and check for 100‰ 
mortar transfer and reinstall* 

Finish this step by waterproofing the entire shower* 

Important notes: 
This drain kit is compatible with thinset 
applied sheet membranes and paint on\ 
liquid applied membranes* 

The waterproofing must be applied 
DIRECTLY to a CLEAN, DRY flange.  

Always Always follow waterproofing manufacturer 
instructions completely and fully.

See a complete list of approved 
membranes at www*FloFX*com  



GRATE INSTALL KIT
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DRYFIT AND CUT:  Place the entire 
grate install kit into the divot of the bond 
flange and dry fit your tile.

Make any necessary cuts and ensure 
everything fits as it should. At this point the 
grate riser may be lower than your tile, that’s 
ok. We’ll address that in a later step. 

ADJUSTMENT RING:  Apply thinset mortar 
to the drain body recess leaving the recess 
approximately 3/4 of the way full. (do not allow thin-
set mortar to go into the drain) Place adjustment 
ring into the thinset mortar at the same approximate 
location and rotation from the dry fit. Press down 
completely and remove excess mortar.

GRATE RISER: Apply mortar to the 
underside of the grate riser\ making sure to 
cover all 4 corners and edges* Then insert 
into the adjustment ring* This thinset mortar 
will support the grate riser and oer vertical 
adjustment to the gradjustment to the grate riser* During this 
step leave the grate riser approximately 
1"8† higher than your tile* You will tap it 
down in the next step* 

Time to finish up. 



GROUT + GRATE
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SET TILE: Use the flat side of your trowel to 
fill the holes and any gaps in the perimeter of 
the adjustment ring* Spread thinset mortar 
over the adjustment ring using your notched 
trowel and set tile* Press grate riser down until 
flush or SLIGHTLY lower than tile* Remove 
excess mortar\ especially from the black grout 
rim on the grrim on the grate riser*

GROUT: After your thinset mortar has dried\ its 
time to grout* We recommend giving grout additional 
time to firm up around the grout rim"install plate and 
cleaning very lightly to leave that joint nice and full* 
This will help to greatly reduce the visibility of the 
black grout rim surrounding the grate*

INSTALL GRATE: After construction is 
complete\ your shower is 100‰ done and ready to 
use\ pop out the temporary install plate by inserting 
a margin trowel in the slot and lifting*  

Drop in your FFX Grate and you›re done,

Let’s take care of the final touches. 



VIEW ALL AVAILABLE GRATE OPTIONS AT 
www.FLOFX.com
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